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Station attendants shove limbs poking out from doorways back inside,
trying to squeeze just one more passenger into the already overfull train cars…
The foreign media often use this image of commuter trains as symbolic of Japan,
portraying it as some strange rigorous test of endurance.
We spoke with three foreign residents from Australia, Russia and China with actual
experience of Japanese commuter trains, asking them what they thought of them
compared with the situation in their home countries.
Do Japanese commuter trains get a thumbs up

GOOD!

, or a thumbs down

?

MC: Please tell me about the commuter

about. At peak times you might be

Shanghai had no subway until 1995.

train situation in your home countries.

unlucky enough to have to wait for two

The only forms of transport before then

or three trains before you can get on.

were buses and the famous bicycles.

Alison: Well Sydney, for example, is

Another thing is that in Tokyo the

There weren’t many cars either. Back

the most populous city in Australia and

mornings and evenings are extremely

then if you got on the bus at seven in

it has a large rail network, but more

congested, but other times are

the morning it was incredibly crowded,

people commute by car. That’s why if

comparatively uncrowded. In Moscow,

and if you trod on someone’s foot or

we talk about a commuter rush in an

however, there are certain peaks but it’s

bumped into them it soon turned into a

Australian context, traffic-clogged roads

generally crowded all day long.

fight because Shanghai people are

would spring to mind more than trains.

quick-tempered. In those days there

I'm from Adelaide, the state capital of

MC: Do passengers behave in an

wasn’t even a word for something like

South Australia, and I didn’t have such a

orderly manner inside the train cars?

“molester.” It was all anyone could do

good impression of the commuter trains
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BAD!

just to ride the bus so nothing else was

there. They seemed dirty and sometimes

Elena: In Japan people give way to

possible. (laughs) Maybe it's because of

even unsafe, so I preferred not to use

each other as they board the trains but

the economic development over the last

them if possible. Most places you can

Muscovites act as if the subway belongs

ten years or so, but people have become

reach easily enough by car so there’s no

to them. (laughs) Unlike Japan it’s a very

more relaxed and seem to have calmed

need to use the train.

big country, so the way many people think

down quite a lot. The first subway line

Elena: I’m from Moscow and even now

is, if you don’t like it go somewhere

was completed in ’95, and the thirteenth

I go back there every two months. The

else. When you get people like that in a

line is due to finish in 2012. Shanghai

Moscow subway is quite different to the

confined space like a subway, it’s not

people seem to be more concerned with

Tokyo trains. First, in Japan the

easy! They talk in loud voices, and

making money than quarreling nowadays

passengers line up in an orderly fashion

sometimes fights break out. There’s

(laughs).

on the platforms, because they know

nowhere to run to, so everyone joins in.

where the door will open when the train

Riding the subway in Moscow really uses

stops. In Moscow the mood of the driver

up energy (laughs) .

decides where the train will stop, so

Chen: China used to be like that too. I

passengers waiting on the platform mill

travel to Shanghai every month, but
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MC: A country’s economic development
seems to be reflected inside its trains.
What do you think are the good points
of Japanese trains?

Elena Harlamova
Comes from Moscow and has lived in Japan for 23
years. Elena is a Russian interpreter and translator
specializing in fields ranging from travel and
computers to politics and history. She also
interprets and coordinates for TV, newspaper and
magazine interviews and reports, and sometimes
works as a travel consultant as well.

Alison Watts
Is a Japanese to English translator from Adelaide,
Australia. She has lived in Ibaraki prefecture for 24
years. In addition to her work she is kept busy
raising a 15 year-old son and 10 year-old daughter.
Her hobbies include rodoku and music. She loves
the natural scenery of Japan, and enjoys hiking in
the mountains whenever she can.

Chen Ye
Was born in Shanghai, and has spent 23 years in
Japan. After working in a design company in Tokyo
for six years, he established Lexis Creative Inc., an
advertising design company that supports
Japanese companies wanting to enter the Chinese
market. Chen is the company President, and leads
a busy life dividing his time between Tokyo and
Shanghai. His hobbies include travel and
photography.
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Commuter Trains
Elena: Well, to begin with they are very

The stations are spacious and clean,

gotten worse and the streets were dirtier

something but are too embarrassed to

bright. In places where the Yamanote

MC: Can you use mobile phones inside

and you can do shopping there, or have

compared to ten years ago. Even so,

make the first move because they don’t

line and Keihin-Tohoku line overlap, I

the trains?

a meal. You could spend half a day

things are still good. Everyone’s well

want to stand out—maybe it’s that kind

inside a station just doing that. I really

mannered, and as Elena said earlier,

of psychology.

do think it’s wonderful. I mean, subway

they have in common a spirit of giving

Alison: When it comes to greetings,

subway lines in Shanghai, and talking is

stations in Moscow don’t even have

way to each other

there’s a big difference between the city

A l i s o n : Japanese trains are very

permitted. Everyone talks on their

toilets! I’d like to ask the Mayor what

Alison: On the subway platforms you

and country. I live in Ibaraki, where

attractive and clean inside. I love riding

mobiles as usual.

we’re expected to do when we want to

see posters that teach manners, things

everyone greets each other, Japanese

the trains. The advertising posters are

Elena : Isn’t that noisy?

go to the toilet.

like not spreading your legs wide when

and foreigners alike. Whenever I see an

an important information source for me. I

Chen : It is if someone has a loud

Chen: It’s a question of being service-

sitting, or being careful not to let too

unknown foreigner I’ll say “Hello.” In

read headlines from the latest magazines,

voice, but hardly anybody cares. It’s

minded, isn’t it? There used to be

much sound leak from earphones, and

Tokyo I always want to do that too, but

learn new words, and find out what

handy because I can phone my wife

very few public toilets in Shanghai.

so on. But I feel that there isn’t much

then I think ‘Oh, I can’t do that here.’

exhibitions are on at the museums. You

from inside the subway to say “Come

Nowadays there’s one in each station,

consideration for the elderly or pregnant

(laughs).

can even find out the weather forecast

and pick me up from the station.” I think

but it’s hard to say that’s enough. This

women—people don’t actively give up

Elena: In the city everyone’s a stranger,

from the monitor screens above the

that maybe Japan is over-controlled.

too is probably where the Japanese

their seats for them. If anything they’ll

aren’t they?

doors(laughs). I never get bored.

Don’t do this and don’t do that—it’s too

quality of service manifests itself. I

make healthy children with no infirmities

Alison: I think when there were no

Elena: You're right, Japanese trains are

much. That’s why progress has ground

believe that high-quality service, along

sit down instead. It’s very strange, but

mobiles or iPods people were more

full of information. I like those English

to a halt.

with delicious food and wonderful

what can you do?

conscious of those around them,

lessons that play on the screens. It’s

Alison: Mobiles are okay to use in

products, are Japan’s leading strengths.

Elena: It’s a difference in culture I

including on trains. Sometime you’d

good for getting local information too,

Australia too, but I like the way it’s done

You get a sense of that when you ride

suppose. In Russia young people will

exchange a few words… But nowadays

since the ads are different depending on

in Japan. When you’re on a train you

the trains too, don’t you?

immediately stand up and offer their seat

everyone listens to music or sends

the line. The information systems are

can’t move somewhere else to get away

A l i s o n : That’s right. The station

when an elderly person boards the train.

emails, and even though they’re

wonderful. Every subway station exit has

from it, and I like to pass the time as

attendants are polite and kind regardless.

It’s like a reflex. But maybe in Japanese

surrounded by other people, they’re in

a distinct number so there’s no making a

peacefully as possible.

No matter how busy things are they will

culture it’s thought best to respect

their own worlds. I feel that this has

mistake. It’s a great help, especially to

Elena: In Russia everyone talks on

always politely give you directions. I

others privacy and not break into that.

changed human relations, and might be

people who can’t understand Japanese.

mobiles as well. It’s awful when

don’t know how many times they’ve

Instead, it could be considered a little

one reason for an “alienated society.”

Chen: From the information standpoint,

somebody’s close by and speaking in a

helped me (laughs).

rude.

Elena: But if you go to the country it’s

Shanghai is several stages ahead.

loud voice. On that point I’m a fan of the

There are monitor screens all over the

Japanese way too. Commuter trains in

MC: Speaking as a Japanese person, I

people don’t make any kind of

always speak to you. People in the

place. In the subways of course, but

Moscow are simply a means of getting

feel that manners have become worse

acknowledgement when you ride an

cities, and in commuter trains especially,

there are also screens in taxis and

from A to B. You put up with it because

recently.

elevator t o g e t h e r . B u t i f I s a y

don’t have the same leeway to do that.

elevators, forcing information onto

it’s just for a short time. But you feel like

“Konnichiwa,” then they will usually

If you don’t shut out everything to a

people. I feel it’s a bit too much.

you want to escape from there are as

Chen: When my mother came to Japan

return the greeting. Japanese people are

certain degree you get exhausted.

Personally I suppose I’m half in favor of

soon as possible into a wide space!

for the first time in a long while, she said

shy. Maybe it’s not just a question of

Alison: When I first came to Japan I

it and half annoyed by it.

That’s what it feels like. But in Japan?

that Japanese people’s manners had

manners. They have the desire to say

used to commute on the Joban line

purposely choose to ride the Yamanote
Chen: You can get reception on all

line, which has a brighter interior.

Chen: R e c e n t l y m o r e a n d m o r e

Maybe too
confined
for
Russians

Interview
participants
wanted!
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different again. The local people will

I love the trains
because they’
re so clean

every day, crammed in with all the
Hitachi Company employees going to
work. I was amazed at how they could
ride the train like that, squeezed tight
against each other, since Japanese
people usually keep a physical distance
from each other in everyday relations.
MC: Is there anything you’d like to see
on Japan’s commuter trains?
Alison: I’d like to see a lot more
universal design incorporated. I feel
there are still many places that are
difficult for the elderly and disabled to
use.
Chen: I couldn’t ask for anything more.
The trains are a great help to me
because they run late at night so I don’t
have to use a taxi when I do overtime.
(laughs).
Elena: My wish is for more temperature
control. Don’t you find that in winter,
when everyone boards the trains wearing
thick coats, the temperature inside is
much higher than necessary? One starts
to suspect it might be intended for the
conductors in their uniforms. (laughs)
But as for the rest, I’m very satisfied.
The trains are bright and safe, and there
are lots of attractions in the station—so
from my perspective they are just like
Disneyland!

Nowadays
Shanghai
is more
advanced

JQR is looking for foreign residents in Japan to take part in this three-way talk series. We welcome
applications from anyone who can conduct a conversation in Japanese and would like to talk about
Japan. Contact us at info@jqrmag.com
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